A local area network control protocol has been designed to implement optical packet switching, which takes advantage of out-of-band control and edge electronic buffering to avoid the issues of DWDM technology. The star-topology network utilizes centralized control and offers collision-free data transmission where the resource scheduling takes place in advance. There is an edge interface between the end user and the hub which is particularly designed to enable the scheduling and controlling together with the arbiter in the hub. Electronic packets are converted into optical packets via wavelength striping technology before they get transmitted in the network. Neither optical buffer nor header reading is required in the central switches. The network structure and design of the components are described in details in this paper. The network has been modelled via OPNET simulations to validate the designed protocol. Performance has also been evaluated.
Introduction
The study of optical local area networks (LAN) has been ongoing for many years, driven by the rapidly growing demand for high speed and capacity. Optical LANs show appealing merits by permitting end users to access the network via the entire optical data paths. OPS (Optical Packet Switching) technology utilizes the tremendous capabilities of optical network for flexible, fast and bandwidth-efficient data transmission purpose [2] . Currently most researches towards applying OPS into local area networks are based on DWDM (Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing), which make use of expensive and sophisticated optical devices such as AWG, couplers, etc [1, 3] . However, there are a lot of issues involved that makes OPS not well-matched with state-of-the-art optical technology, for example, split loss, the constraint of limited number of wavelengths, and more importantly, the lack of optical memories and optical processing technique. As well known, a lot of endeavours have been given for the research on optical buffer, but few progresses have been made. Currently most proposals for optical buffering are based on fibre delay line which is not efficient and effective enough. These issues are very well avoided if we clear up the needs for optical buffer by a collision-free switching performance.
Instead, electronic buffer is employed to store the awaiting packets when the network scheduling takes place. The key issue to design optical MAC is not bandwidth, but complexity. An efficient and low-cost solution is needed to facilitate optical local area networking using the existing optical components that will be available in the short term. This paper is regarding to the work of a collaborative EPSRC and DTI funded project SOAPS (Smoothed Optical ATD Packet Switching).
We combine the optics and electronics to design a centralized control protocol for optical packets transmission in the data link layer, which requires no header-reading and eliminates the needs for optical buffer. Unlike DWDM techniques where individual wavelength works as a channel or path to transport data, we take advantage of the easy-to-implement CWDM (Coarse Wavelength Division Multiplexing) technology, and stripe every data packet across the entire bandwidth regardless of how many wavelengths there are, except that one wavelength is reserved for the control messages. We will give a detailed introduction of our protocol in Chapter 2, as well as the components design. Chapter 3 shows some simulation results that support our theory. Chapter 4 concludes this paper.
Centralized MAC System
We deploy a star topology LAN where end users communicate with each other via a central hub which operates as a black box LAN switch for optical packets (see Figure 1 ). It contains an arbiter that performs the network controlling functions. Each end node talks to an edge interface before communicating further to the network. The edge interface works as a bridge between the end stations and the central hub and co-operates with the arbiter for the networking functions. The control plane lies upon the edge interface and the arbiter. When new source packets arrive, each station sends out requests to the central network controller (i.e. the arbiter), and waits for an acknowledgement before transmitting the data packet. The requests and acknowledgements message are defined as RTS (Request to Send) and CTS (Clear to Send) respectively. These two terms come from IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN protocol [4] . RTS and CTS messages are transmitted via the control channel. The data packets are stored in electronic buffers inside the edge interfaces waiting to be scheduled. In our network, rather than sending only one request to the hub at a time, each end node is allowed to send several requests at once, forming a ReQ (Request Queue) message. The hub knows everything about the status of each node, and deals with those requests one by one after receiving the ReQ messages. Upon receiving a response (i.e. CTS message), the interface of end node will transmit the packet at the head of its queue.
As the entire necessary network resources are reserved before the actual data are being transmitted, there will be absolutely no conflicts between any two random packets in the optical switches. So neglecting the transmission errors, the packet loss from the switching in the hub should be zero. Moreover, no segmentation takes place in our protocol. The data packets delivered from network layer to the MAC layer remain various sizes to be transmitted.
Edge Interface Design
The edge interface plays an important role in the whole packet transmission process. It co-operates with the arbiter for the network scheduling and resource allocation. Fig. 3.4 shows the logical structure of the interface. When new IP datagram have come from the end station, the headers are read and the distracted destination information are copied into RTS messages which are sent to the hub via the control channel. Then the packets are stored in the electronic buffer waiting to be scheduled. When they are ready to be sent, they are converted into optical format by the technology of wavelength-striping before being transmitted. The buffer inside the edge interface is packet based and holds the data packets until they are ready to be transmitted over the optical network. The significance of the implementation of electronic buffer in the edge is to reduce or eliminate the use of optical buffering in the central network. As already explained, there would not be any packet loss in the central hub. In this network, the only cause for packet drop is the overflow of edge electronic buffer. Nevertheless, this would not be a fatal problem at all, as physical memory can be easily implemented with low cost to a reasonably large size as needed.
Hub Switches
The central hub can have any internal switching architecture in principle as it is regarded as a black-box from outside that performs switching functions. In our research stage, we deploy a ring topology with interconnected 2×2 switches, which create one close loop and some add/drop points. The structure of the hub is a ring topology. Each 2×2 switch has seven possible states that can be indicated by three binary digits as shown in Figure 3 . The term "add" means for the end station to transmit data; and "drop" is for the end station to receive data. "Though" is for the case when data just pass by the switch. "Loopback" is for the end station to talk to itself; for instance, an end station needs to send an empty message to the network to recognize its position. Some ports are disabled in some cases (i.e. 011, 110, 100, 001 and 000). It is necessary to remain un-needed lines disconnected, which otherwise would cause noise and crosstalk interfering the ongoing communications. In optical networks where amplifiers are commonly used; with idle connections hanging inside the network, the noise would pose enhanced bad influence. The optical switches in the hub have no more intelligence than just simply switch and forward the packets according to the signalling from the arbiter. Neither optical header processing nor optical buffering is needed here. In the experiments that take place later on, switch delay has been neglected due to the high speed and capacity of optical switches, and packets are assumed to be instantaneously forwarded to the next switch.
Arbiter Control
The arbiter is the central network controller of the network. It keeps records of network status and makes decisions for resource allocation. It talks to the network switches directly and communicates with end stations via the control channels. It executes algorithms and assignments in favour of network efficiency. The post the arbiter undertakes will demonstrate the merits of the optical network with electronic control for this protocol.
The arbiter maintains a network database called NAV (Network Allocation Vector) which contains the state codes of all the optical switches in order of time. The arbiter carries out an algorithm to updates the NAV based on the requests received. There is an internal cycling timer, based on which the arbiter periodically performs the procedure to serve the requests, including extracting the information from NAV, sending out CTS messages, and signalling each switch the respective state codes, so that all the switches will be configured properly to form a clear end-to-end path when the data packet arrives. If we neglect the propagation delay between the hub and the nodes, once the end station sends out the data packet, it will be instantly and successfully forwarded to the right destination.
Performance Evaluation
We simulate a four-nodes LAN with OPNET. The communications take place between one FTP server and three clients. The fibre data rate is set to be 10 GB/s, and the one for control channel is 100 Mb/s. The application has uniformly distributed inter-request time which can be configured to set the traffic intensity. Figure 4 shows the average end-to-end delay of the LAN with different size. The average end-to-end delay grows with the increase of the traffic. We can see that the fibre latency contributes to the network delay, but remains in the reasonable level. Decreasing the fibre length increases the load that the LAN can feasibly handle TCP retransmission is triggered by the lost segments. In this collision-free switching network, the only place for packet loss is the edge buffer. Figure 5 shows the experiment result of certain traffic with fixed buffer length and different size of ReQ length. The exchange of control messages imposes large overhead for data transmission. So the network is not efficient enough with less than four requests allowed at one time.
Increasing ReQ length can enhance the performance. Longer ReQ length leads to more efficient network, so the data in the edge buffer can be served in time before the buffer overflows which causes packet loss. Now we set the ReQ length to 5 and the fibre distance to 100m. Figure 6 shows the packet loss probability in the edge buffer. Figure 7 shows the average end-to-end delay with different size of edge buffers. The results are as expected. Bigger buffer can accommodate more data to be scheduled with less packet drop. On the other hand longer buffer raises longer queuing delay. 
Conclusions
A centralized MAC protocol has been designed for optical local area networks with resource reservation in advance. Results for delay and packet loss demonstrate the feasibility of this concept and indicate a steady network performance, while also highlighting its limitations.
